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http://editorial.designtaxi.com/news-infwebdesigndevt140814/2.jpg

http://editorial.designtaxi.com/news-infwebdesigndevt140814/4.jpg
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FRONT END DEVELOPER
¢

While web design is the way a website looks,
front end development is how that design
actually gets implemented on the web.

https://skillcrush.com/2016/02/11/skills-to-become-a-front-end-developer/

FRONT END DEVELOPER
Front end developers use HTML, CSS, and
JavaScript to code the website and web app
designs created by web designers.
¢ The code they write runs inside the user’s
browser (as opposed to a back end developer,
whose code runs on the web server).
¢

https://skillcrush.com/2016/02/11/skills-to-become-a-front-end-developer/
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FRONT END DEVELOPER
Think of it a little like this:
the back end developer is like the engineer who
designs and creates the systems that make a city
work (electricity, water and sewer, zoning, etc.),
while the front end developer is the one who lays
out the streets and makes sure everything is
connected properly so people can live their lives
(a simplified analogy, but you get the rough idea).
¢ They’re also in charge of making sure that there
are no errors or bugs on the front end, as well as
making sure that the design appears as it’s
supposed to across various platforms and
browsers.
¢

https://skillcrush.com/2016/02/11/skills-to-become-a-front-end-developer/

http://image.slidesharecdn.com/pfnpsocialmediaweek-150310140958-conversion-gate01/95/programming-for-nonprogrammers-social-media-week-2015-16-638.jpg?cb=1426014762
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http://ux.stackexchange.com/questions/55679/do-professional-web-designers-use-adobe-software-such-as-reflow

WEB VS. PRINT

¢

“Anything that is a great print design
is likely to be a lousy web design.”
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PRINT MIND

Art the priority
¢ Rely on WYSIWYG to
mimic print
¢



Little consideration
to computer hardware
and software in
relation to end
consumer’s experience

Much consideration
for medium and form
on which printed
¢ Printed=Finished

WEB MIND

Content the priority
¢ Getting info to viewer
in practical way,
rather than distracting
with cool effects
¢


¢

Interactivity is KEY


¢



¢

Compatibility concerns
Load times
Navigation
Responsive sites

Posted=

COMPATIBILITY
¢

Any design for the web (websites, e-newsletters,
emails, etc.) need to display and operate correctly
in different web browsers and with different
operating systems.





This can get complicated, since these various platforms
each have their own limitations.
For instance, iOS, Apple’s mobile operating system,
won’t render any Flash-based designs, and Internet
Explorer (versions 8 or below) can’t display SVGs
(scalable vector graphics).*
Web designers have to keep all these issues in mind and
more to make their designs as user-friendly as possible
for as many people as possible.
*Article from late 2015
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USER-FRIENDLY
Since print design is contained to the physical
size and shape of the surface or object, navigation
is usually limited to flipping or unfolding a page.
¢ On the web, it’s not so straightforward. Users
might encounter any number of different layouts
and need an easy way to find the content they’re
looking for.
¢




Menu Bars
Responsive Design

RESPONSIVE DESIGN
With the recent explosion of different web-enabled
devices and gadgets, there’s a growing concern about
how websites display on various devices and screen
sizes, which has led to a focus on responsive design,
or designs that adapt to various viewing methods.
¢ Web designers must consider not only how the design
looks on different devices, but also what happens
(and how the design changes) when viewers scroll,
zoom in and out, or take other actions.
¢
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STATIC VS. INTERACTIVE:
THE DESIGN LIFECYCLE AND HOW USERS CONNECT WITH A PROJECT

¢

Once a design goes to the printer,
it’s not going to change


¢

barring a decision to re-design and re-print,
which costs time and money. L

Web design, however, can be tweaked, changed,
or completely redesigned at any time.




Many websites, especially those with frequently
changing content — a news website, for example —
will look different every day.
Different pictures, different text;
they’re created to change.

STATIC VS. INTERACTIVE:
THE DESIGN LIFECYCLE AND HOW USERS CONNECT WITH A PROJECT

¢

That means that (unlike print designers, who
generally ship off a job to a printer and call it
done), web designers must consider the ongoing
functionality of a project.





Elements like buttons, links, mouse-over effects,
forms or polls, videos, and other interactive features
need to work correctly.
There’s no quicker way to lose a user than when
something doesn’t work as expected.
Web design stands apart from print design in that
this interactive, dynamic quality often requires some
sort of input or effort on the viewer’s part, such as
clicking, typing, etc.
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STATIC VS. INTERACTIVE:
THE DESIGN LIFECYCLE AND HOW USERS CONNECT WITH A PROJECT

¢

CMS or a 'Content Management System'



Allows you to control and manage the content within
your web site without technical training.
Using this uncomplicated system, you can very
easily add, delete images and edit text in your web
site on the fly.

STATIC VS. INTERACTIVE:
THE DESIGN LIFECYCLE AND HOW USERS CONNECT WITH A PROJECT

¢

Most popular CMS for designers





WordPress
Squarespace
(Also Drupal, Joomla, ExpressionEngine, LightCMS)
Wix is a website building platform, and works
differently than other Content Management System.
¢

Wix does have components and applications that function
as part of a CMS, but Wix itself is design-driven and,
as such, is not a 'pure' CMS.
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DIMENSIONALITY
¢

Print





¢

2-dimensional
Much attention to layout
Interplay between spreads
Fixed size canvas

Web





1-dimensional or N-dimensional
Fundamentally a scrolling experience for user
Little fixed spatial relationship
What’s early on the page, what’s later on the page

NAVIGATION
Web is not linear like print.
¢ Doing more than just seeing
¢ Hypertext navigation is essence of Web
¢ You can't assume the viewer has seen previous
pages or will proceed to subsequent pages on
your web site
¢ Each page must be able to stand on its own
¢ Your audience always needs to be reminded
where they are and how to get to anywhere else
on your site – MENU BARS!!
¢
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CANVAS SIZE AND RESOLUTION
“Print is immensely superior to the Web in terms
of speed, type and image quality, and the size of
the visible space.”
¢ DPI vs. PPI
¢



Print: physical dimensions and resolution
¢



8.5in x 11in, 300 DPI

Web: Pixels
¢

2550 x 3300 px

CANVAS SIZE AND RESOLUTION
PRINT MIND

¢

72 DPI




¢

WEB

Anything higher has no improved effect
Longer download times for larger files
Not quite that simplified anymore, but this is
a good starting point when shifting between
the two mediums.

Indexed color or RGB
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IMAGE FILES
¢

GIF



Supported by all web browsers
Can include transparent backgrounds
Supports interlacing
Animation possible
Better for line and flat art with no gradients
Maximum 256 colors



Being replaced by PNG file format







http://www.scantips.com/basics09.html

IMAGE FILES
¢

PNG


(recent file format invention)
¢
¢






Can replace GIF files today
Web browsers show both

Indexed or RGB color mode
1- to 48-bits
Transparency for 24 bit RGB images
Slower to read or write than GIF, but not by much

http://www.scantips.com/basics09.html
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IMAGE FILES
¢

JPEG





Most used image file format
Superior in rendering color and detail
Photographs or graphics with tonal variation
Used when small file size is more important than
maximum image quality
¢




Avoid for print

RGB color mode
WARNING: Do NOT keep editing and saving your
JPG images repeatedly, because more quality is lost
every time you save it as JPG.

http://www.scantips.com/basics09.html

COLORS
Advantage – it’s cheap!
¢ Disadvantage – only 216 web-safe colors
 meaning that these are the only colors
that appear (reasonably) the same on all
monitors, operating systems, and platforms
¢ Colors from a printed piece CANNOT be
effortlessly transferred to a computer screen
¢ Too much color on a web page can be distracting
¢
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https://img.buzzfeed.com/buzzfeed-static/static/2014-05/enhanced/webdr08/2/12/enhanced-12295-1399048725-19.jpg

VISUAL HIERARCHY
Logo at TOP of page
¢ Menu Bar
¢ Always visible to viewer
¢ Subjects (not words):
¢ About You
¢ Resumé/Exhibition Record/Awards
¢ Portfolio
¢ Contact
¢
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FONTS & TYPOGRAPHIC CONTROL
¢

Not long ago, the browser would pick the font
from some direction in CSS




Serif – usu. Verdana or Times
Sans Serif – usu. Arial or Helvetica
This is still an acceptable way to keep code clean

http://designmodo.com/web-typography/

http://designmodo.com/web-typography/
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http://designmodo.com/web-typography/

Discuss other
options HERE J

http://designmodo.com/web-typography/
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https://content-static.upwork.com/blog/uploads/sites/3/2015/05/05110037/Front-end-dev1.png

CODE BASICS
HTML
¢ CSS (Cascading Style Sheets)
¢ JavaScript
¢

http://www.codingdojo.com/blog/9-most-in-demand-programming-languages-of-2016/
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THE PROOF

¢

Try on multiple computers, monitors,
and BROWSERS!
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THE PROOF
It’s important that your website works across
browsers. It doesn’t have to be pixel perfect, but
everything should work, and the user shouldn’t
see any problems.
¢ The most popular browsers to check are:
¢









Internet Explorer 6, 7 and 8
Firefox 3
Safari 3
Chrome
Opera
the iPhone.
BUT….it’s annoying to check on all…

THE PROOF
¢

Of course, there are
plenty of other ways
available now to do
this automatically.


(for example)
Browser Sandbox
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WEB DESIGN TIPS
alchemyuk.com/design/74-top-10-web-design-tips
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¢

1

BUILD SITES FOR USERS,
NOT THE SITE OWNER.

¢

2 Don’t push information on your visitors.
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¢

3 Be a source of information.

¢

4 Develop your own style.
• (but you can borrow code! Go to View : Source)
• Be aware of web trends
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¢

5 Obey the standards.
• Clean code!

¢

6 Be clear.
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¢

7 Create responsive design.

¢

8 Web-crawlers and SEO should be an afterthought.
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¢

¢

9 Answer your e-mails immediately.

10 Social media and your website should
work together. Always.
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¢

11 Make connections and nurture relationships.

¢

12 Take advantage of the “worldwide” web.
• Ideas transcend borders!
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¢

13 Always keep learning.

¢

14 Beautify the web.
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¢

15 Use analytics.
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See project sheet online
(but see images in following slides to illustrate points).
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SITEMAP AND WIREFRAME (TOGETHER)
¢

Begin work on SiteMap and Wireframe.


¢

Even if you have already loaded up your site, you
must complete this step. It may be designing
backward, but it is an important step that must not
be overlooked.

“A Wireframe and SiteMap can be sometimes
confused as they both relate to the layout of a
website. However they have one major difference.
A Wireframe relates to the visual design of a
website whereas a SiteMap shows the process of
which pages relate to each content.”
- http://evolvedesign.ie/design-development/sitemap-vs-wireframe-what-is-the-difference-between- them/#read-more

SITEMAP
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WIREFRAME

http://www.newmediasources.ca/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/HomePage.png

BOTH

http://evolvedesign.ie/design-development/sitemap-vs-wireframe-what-is-the-difference-between- them/#read-more
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SITEMAP AND WIREFRAME (TOGETHER)
¢

Even if you have a website that is one page,
break it up into sections that act as pages.


OR you can do a sitemap and one large wireframe.
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